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widths of mesons are known to fall off at the rate of
$\Gamma^2\sim E^2$ [@Close]. This result, based
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autocad 2008 - 3D CADÂ .10/16/2013 3:00 AM PDT TMZ has
obtained what may be the last video of Paris Jackson alive... just 2
days before she was found in the Yodobashi Camera, where she
worked. TMZ spoke with the employee who found Paris Jackson...
who says she "didn't look like she was doing anything wrong." The
employee described her as "prankish," noting she was alone in the

store. She wanted to take a shower and thought she'd leave the
store by the other door because she was cold... but the employee
says she chose the wrong door. The employee says she first saw
the "14-year-old girl" "laying on the floor"... and ran to her and

yelled for someone to call 911. Paris was unconscious and
unresponsive when the EMTs arrived, and she never regained

consciousness. The store manager who called 911 confirmed what
the employee saw. Of course, TMZ -- and the Jackson family --

wants to know what happened... and we've been told there are at
least two security videos from the store inside the mall that will be
reviewed by cops. There are a lot of questions that need answers,

but the last video we're shown may shed some light on what
happened. The employee who found Paris Jackson says, "I don't
want to start rumors. I don't want to start a lawsuit. I just want
people to know. She was just a regular kid. She wasn't doing

anything wrong. She didn't seem suicidal."Speech recognition is
the process of converting an input utterance into a message that
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